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AI is software that allows machines to
automate things that would typically require
human cognition.
It can understand customer behavior
and perform processes and tasks without
needing humans to explain how to do them.
It can help boost profits and sales by
identifying trends and patterns in large
amounts of data, allowing dealers to reduce
costs, improve customer service and
make better and smarter decisions in real
time. And because of its machine-learning
capabilities, its decisions improve over time.
“Technology-wise, things are going
to change quickly,” said Justin Osburn,
NIADA’s retail Dealer 20 Groups moderator,

author of Used Car Dealer’s Retail Ready
series and instructor of NIADA’s Certified
Master Dealer course.
And for independent dealers competing
against large franchise operations, Osburn
said, “AI technology can really level the
playing field.”
One way to do that is by stocking the right
kind of inventory, and that’s one area in
which AI can make a difference.
There is software available today that
uses AI machine learning technology to
analyze past and present sales data and
make inventory stocking recommendations
in real time at the auction.
By looking at what’s selling where across

a large number of transactions, the software
is able to determine what’s selling best at
what prices. That allows dealers to better
stock their dealerships with the kinds of
vehicles that will sell in their markets.
“It improves a dealer’s turn,” DealerSocket
co-founder and chief product officer Brad
Perry said. “It improves profit per day and lets
dealers maximize their inventory purchases.”
Using the vast amounts of data available, AI
can also help dealers price vehicles correctly
for their market.
Perry said the first question dealers often
ask him about DealerSocket’s AI-enabled
inventory management systems is how they
can trust the data.
“A lot of dealers are used to doing things
the old way, trusting their gut,” he said.
“Now technology is telling them something
different from what their gut tells them.
“So we need to make sure our data is up to
date and trustworthy.”
To do that, Perry said, DealerSocket
constantly collects data from its 9,400
members, and uses historical transactional
data that marks trends across decades.
“The more stores we have in our
network, the better we are able to make
recommendations,” he explained.
AI technology can look at dealers’ personal
buying and bidding patterns to find inventory
that meets their needs.
For example, Manheim offers AI that
analyzes a dealer’s preferences for attributes
such as vehicle age, make, model, mileage,
condition and seller segment as well as
geographic and market factors, then finds
vehicles that best match those preferences.
And vAuto’s AI software proactively locates
vehicles that match the dealer’s preferences
on different auction sites and sends the dealer
text or email notifications.
While AI is an extremely useful tool in
acquiring and pricing inventory, it is perhaps
even more effective when it comes to dealing
with people – specifically, making sure
dealers get the right messages to the right
customers.
“People are living their lives online these
days,” said Len Short, chairman and CEO of
LotLinx. “In the old days, it used to be pretty
simple to reach customers. A dealer looked
at his inventory and then placed an ad in the
local newspaper detailing what inventory he
had at what price.”
These days, research from digital
marketing agency Adtaxi shows, 86 percent
of dealership traffic is generated from digital
marketing. And there are a lot of digital
platforms.
Some people go on Facebook and ask
friends if they liked their Jeep Wrangler.
Others go to third-party sites like CarGurus
or Autotrader.com or Cars.com. They’ll look
at particular makes and models, check out
prices and colors – and they might look for
a dealership that has the vehicle they are
interested in buying.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40 u
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All those choices lead to a dilemma for
dealers. Where do they put their digital
advertising investment?
That’s where AI comes in.
AI technology, such as the systems
created by LotLinx, looks at what vehicles
consumers are looking at and uses that
information to place a dealership’s digital
ad on the platforms where their potential
customers are most likely to see them.
“What we’ve done is build a platform
that’s wired into all the auto ad sites,” Short
said. “The platform picks up data so when
people reach what we call the striking
point – the point where they are going from
general interest in researching a vehicle to a
specific interest in finding a dealership that
has what they’re looking for – we can put a
dealer’s ad in front of the consumer.”
Which means car shoppers who have
asked on Facebook whether people like Jeep
Wranglers will see a dealership’s specific
Wrangler ad on their Facebook page when
they indicate they are ready to buy.
Or if a consumer is on Cars.com and looks
at Nissan Titans, the next time she logs onto
Cars.com, she’ll see an ad advertising the
dealer’s Titan.
“The important thing to remember is that
in addition to placing an ad, it’s a specific
ad, not something generic,” Short said. “We
determine the striking point using AI that
examines things like if the customer has
used a price calculator, how many photos of
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vehicles the consumer has looked at and if
the customer started a chat session.
“That data shows where the customer
is at the research phase of getting a new
vehicle.”
Because it can process so much customer
data, AI allows dealers to personalize
messages and experiences at a level never
before possible, giving dealers specific
recommendations for reaching the right
customer at the right time with the right
message in the right format through the
right channel.
With AI, dealers can now advertise
digitally in a way that’s smart and directed
– but dealers still must do their part by
keeping their inventory listings up to date
and installing some specialized programs
on their web platforms, among other things.
“The question I get the most is, ‘How
does this work?’ ” Short said. “I tell them it’s
complicated and that we have to walk them
through the whole process. This is not what
I call an elevator pitch. By that I mean it’s
not something you pick up fast.”
Indeed, training is the most important
key to making AI technology work for a
dealership, DealerSocket’s Perry said. It
can take some time and effort to learn the
technology, and that part can’t be avoided.
“The biggest mistake I see dealers make
is they don’t take the time to understand
and learn how to use the technology,” he
explained. “It’s important that dealers are

informed about how to read the data we
collect so they can make informed decisions.
There’s no shortcut.
“You can’t escape this. For dealers, it’s
change or die. AI is coming in a big way. In
the future AI programs will be able to vet
contracts and do so much more. People will
be surprised at how much AI will do in the
future.”
That’s a big statement, considering how
much AI is doing for dealers already.
That includes making sure a dealership’s
sales staff is doing all it can to make the
customer experience memorable and
pleasant.
Much of the sales process can done
digitally. People communicate via email and
texts. It’s very common for customers to ask
questions digitally instead of calling.
AI software can sort through all the digital
communications between sales staff and
customers and ensure the proper sales
procedures have been followed.
Too often, said Chase Abbott, vice president
of sales for Cox Automotive’s VinSolutions,
a sales manager will ask what happened to
customer X and get a vague answer from a
salesperson about how the customer simply
hasn’t gotten back in touch.
Abbott said AI can go through those
communications and see if questions
about things like price or trim levels have
been answered. It allows dealers to track
CONTINUED ON PAGE 42 u
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customers’ preferences and patterns so they
can create the kind of buying experience
that keeps those customers coming back and
referring their friends.
“We have programs that use machine
learning to see just what customers
like,” Abbott said. “Dealers can use that
information to create a positive sales
experience and move inventory more
efficiently.”
For example, if a dealership has three
cars it’s trying to move, the program can
look at customer questions and determine
which of those three cars is best for that
particular customer’s needs based on the
questions he asked.
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“We call that sentiment analysis,” Abbott
said. “It looks at questions and if a customer,
say, doesn’t like the price, it can use that to
better tailor the sales process.
“If a customer writes an email saying he
didn’t like the process, we can pick that up. It
really gives dealers quality control over their
own sales process.”
In addition to sentiment analysis, which
determines which customers are happy and
which are having trouble and how to resolve
their issues, AI analyzes engagement strength,
which shows whether a lead’s engagement
is trending up or down so dealers know
who’s ready to buy, and buying signals,
which uses every lead’s aggregated search

history on industry websites to make sales
recommendations.
“With AI,” Abbott said, “the huge amount of
digital data generated by customers and sales
staff is no longer an obstacle to better sales.”
But customers and dealers aren’t the only
ones doing more and more business online.
Criminals have gone digital, too.
AI can help protect dealers from fraudsters
who steal using computers.
Frank McKenna, chief fraud strategist
for PointPredictive, said his company uses
AI machine learning programs to examine
financing requests and other data to look
for illegalities.
“Our technology uses historical data
from fraudulent loan applications to see
if new customers match any suspicious
patterns,” McKenna said. “By looking at
applications, our machines learn to know
what fraud looks like.”
One of the more popular computer
frauds is the generation of a “synthetic”
credit history, McKenna said. That’s when
someone obtains a social security number
through illegal means and uses that
number to create a false credit history.
The criminals then go to dealerships – often
in a different state – with the false identity,
which often includes a fake driver’s license.
Using the bogus identity they are able to get
financing from the dealership and drive off
the lot with a car they won’t pay for. By the
time the fraud is discovered, it’s too late for
the dealer to get the vehicle back.
Lenders withdraw the loan and dealers
lose a car.
“It will take a dealer, on average, 10
additional sales to make up the money lost
from a fraudulent sale,” McKenna said.
“So, yeah, dealers have a huge incentive to
protect themselves from digital fraud.”
Creating synthetic credit histories is a
crime that affects any business from which
people finance purchases, McKenna said.
But the stakes are so much higher for car
dealers. There’s a huge difference between
someone using fraud to steal a $500 washerdryer and an $8,000 car.
“There are a lot of companies that provide
this protection for stores,” McKenna said.
“We specialize in auto dealerships.
“We are working with lenders to provide
protection, but we are evaluating what it will
take to provide this type of protection for car
dealers. They are on the front lines and are
very concerned with fraud. AI programming
can really help with the ever-growing
amounts of paperwork generated because
of fraud.”
AI is only going to get more sophisticated,
Osburn said.
Smart, forward-thinking dealers who
take the time to learn about the developing
technology will have a real advantage over
their competitors – an advantage that is
magnified as profit margins continue to get
tighter and tighter.
“This isn’t going away,” Osburn said. “You
might as well learn this now.”

